Klaus Bichteler in his papers [1] and [2] presented some rather interesting ideas on the relationships between two locally compact group topologies on a group when the irreducible unitary representations continuous with respect to each of the two topologies coincide. I wish to present here an alternative proof, of Bichteler's conclusions, a proof which uses only a few elementary results from representation theory and as such is rather more simple and considerably shorter than the original. Some ideas for proofs can be traced to Bichteler's [2] and Rajagopolan's [5] . However, the key to this proof is found in my work in what I have called compatible topologies. This paper forms part of a Ph.D. thesis submitted to La Trobe University in Melbourne, Australia. The research was supervised by Dr. Graham Elton of that University, and to whom I am much indebted.
I mentioned compatible topologies above; if j^ andj^ are two topologies on the one space, we say ,j^ and J>4 are compatible if there is a Hausdorίf topology weaker than both j^ and J>/ 2 . This and the following theorems are taken from my paper [6] . THEOREM LEMMA 
Let Stf[ and J^ζ be two locally compact group topologies on a group G such that (G, J^) ~ (G, J^J). Then ( i) S&l and J^J are compatible topologies) (ii) if N is a normal subgroup of G which is S^-closed, then N is also S^-closed and (G/N, J^) ~ (G/N, J^); (iii) if U is an S^-open subgroup of G, then U is J^-dosed and every continuous unitary irreducible representation of (U, J^J) is J^-continuous on U.
Moreover, if J&{ £Ξ J^ζ, then (iii) becomes:
is a subgroup of G either J&ί-or <S*ζ-open, then U is f Γ and J%ζ-closed and (U, S$f x ) ~ (U,
Proof, (i)-(iii) are precisely Lemma 3.2 of [2]. For (iii)' we only need consider U to be J^J-open, and because of (iii) we only need show that every continuous unitary irreducible representation of (U, J^Γ) is on U J^-continuous. But this is immediate as We note that all through the forthcoming analysis we store in the back of our minds the fact that two topologies are compatible Otherwise suppose x λ is in K r . Then the group generated by {x t } U K, say K ίf is J^-σ-compact (as it is the countable union of compact sets) and J^J-open (as it contains K). Now if is a proper subgroup of K t and so at least two left translates of it are required to cover K,.
We continue defining K n 's inducively unless we have a K n = G, when we cease operations: Suppose K n _ 1 Φ G and let x n e K^x. Let K n be the group generated by {x n } (j K n _ x \ K n is J^J-α-compact and j^J-open. At least 2 left translates of K n^ are needed to cover K n , and as left translates of a group by different points are disjoint, there will be needed at least 2 n left translates of K to cover K n . If, for any n, K n = G, then j^ = j^J. Otherwise, let L be the subgroup U?=i^w an open (/-compact subgroup of (G, j^ζ). If L = G then j^< -j^J; suppose L Φ G. We will need at least a countably infinite number of left translates of K to cover L; we will show that if L Φ K we need only a finite number, and hence S^[ = J^J. Now (L/if, j^J), the quotient space with the natural topology derived fromj^, is σ-compact and discrete, and hence must be countable. Also L and K are closed subgroups of (G, J^) from Lemma 5, and therefore (L/K, J^O is a compact regular space (see [3] page 38, (5.21) and (5.22)). Theorem 3 again leaps to the rescue and makes (L/K, jtf[) a discrete space and K an open subgroup of (L, J>/0 But (L, JK) is a compact group and hence only a finite number of left translates of K are needed to cover it. LEMMA 
Let ,S^[ and Jzf 2 be two locally compact group topologies on a group G, such that J^ £ J^ξ and (G, S$ζ) ~ (G, S/ % ). If (G, JK) ^S totally disconnected then S*f ι ~ S/ 2 .
Proof. Let S be any compact open subgroup of (G, J^). Now causes (G, Jxζ) to be totally disconnected and S to be an totally disconnected locally compact subgroup of (G, j^). There is an open subgroup U of (G, J^) such that, if C is the component of the identity in (G, J^), (E7/C, J^f) is compact (see [4] page 54, 2.3.1). Again we use [4] , this time 4.6 on page 175: Let A be any ^-neighborhood of the identity; A n U is an j^-neighborhood of the identity in U and let N be the corresponding compact normal subgroup of (U, S&[) which is in A and is such that (U/N, J&l) is a Lie group.
Lemma 5 (ill)' also gives (S, Jxζ) ~ (S, J&Z), allowing us to apply
In fact (U/N, J&) is a locally compact Lie group, (U/N, J^) a locally compact totally disconnected group (see [3] page 63, (7.11)), J^i£ J>4 and Proof. The component of the identity in (G, J^J) is a σ-compact closed normal subgroup of (G, j^ζ). By Theorem 2 we would have jtfl = j^ζ if the two natural topologies on the factor group by this component are equal. Noting that the necessary properties descend to the factor group, the previous lemma provides our solutions. 
